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Fourth response: determinism is not compat
ible with human freedom, and we would in
God's eyes be n1ere automata if he completely
determined our actions. Presumably, then, he
does not completely determine our actions,
and we are therefore responsible for our ac
tions.

This seems to be the most promising line for
the theist to take, as it fuses the human and
divine perspectives - both of them incompat
ibilist, on this view - and it also distances
God further from the amount of suffering in
the world. Even if he intended some suffering
(so that we would learn kindness and respect
for others), he need not have intended quite so
nluch suffering as in fact goes on. There are
still problems, however. We argued above that
the incompatibilist needs to explain what dis
tinguishes human actions from natural pro
cesses, so that only the former are genuinely
free. And we suggested that the only expla
nation the incompatibilist could give was that
human actions, unlike natural processes , were
uncaused. Now if we take this line, we must
hold that God is not even a remote cause of
our actions. Our actions, literally, have noth
ing to do with God. Can the theist accept this?
It certainly distances God yet further from

Against art Theory
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The presumption in favour of art theory rests
upon the idea that artworks are merely objects
of meaning to be interpreted. This is not the
uninteresting claim that artworks may make
meaningful claims about the world. Rather, it
is the claim that the significance of an artwork
arises from the meaning arrived at by the
application of a particular interpretative the
ory. A work's meaning is thus elicited by
interrogating the text 01' decoding it with the
powerful tools provided by a particular the
ory. Thus, the given theory elicits the meaning
and theory implicated by the artwork. Of
course, we often talk of a work's 'philosophy'
in a loose sense: for example, this may just
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suffering, because on this line God is not even
an indirect cause of suffering. But if he is not
causally responsible for the bad effects of our
actions, he is not responsible for the good
effects either. We would do nothing through
his power. 1t would make no sense to call on
God for strength to do right. Yet surely the
idea of doing things through the grace of God
is fundamental to theism.

I conclude that the fourth, and final, re
sponse must be rejected by the theist.

The theist, it seems, has nowhere to turn. The
appeal to human freedom is of no help in
solving the problem of suffering.
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concern the presuppositions required to make
sense of an artwork 01' artistic movement.
However, the pernicious sense is the one
which suggests that both what is to be ex
plained, and what explains it, is wholly a
matter of theory. Yet creating 01' understand
ing good art, whether painting, literature,
architecture 01' film, does not require a par
ticular theory at all. It would be surprising
therefore, if theoretical interpretation and ex
planation were to constitute the main point
and value of art. This is not to deny that we
should make evaluative critical judgements
regarding artworks, nor is it to deny that the
ory can critically modify our judgements. But
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these should be grounded upon our experi
ence with, rather than a theory of, the artwork
itself.

Artworks as objects of
interpretation and theory

Increasing disenchantment with the visual
arts is often explained away on the grounds
that it is simply too difficult or new for the
public to understand. When the Postimpres
sionists first exhibited, they too were met with
cries of incon1prehension and degeneracy
from academic and public circles. 1 Yet just
because something that was once unpopular
proved to be of real artistic value, does not
mean that unpopularity and artistic value
must be coextensive. Moreover, people are
now used to the idea that good art may be
hard to understand. The real puzzle arises
because people also believe that if artworks
are difficult to understand, there should be a
pay off. Namely, that it should be something
worth grappling with. In art, most people look
for a variety of things. Principally, they think
the artwork should please in some way or
other, for example through a peculiarly aes
thetic delight, afforded by the beauty and ex
pressiveness of the artistic manipulation of
form or figure. Conversely, pleasure might be
afforded through engaging our thoughts and
emotions in relation to various characters and
dramas. Of course, it is not assumed that all
art is or perhaps should be like this. But if it
is not, then it had better be attempting to
convey something of value. What, otherwise,
would be the point of making it or attending
to it?

This is not to deny that works which point
up the potential meaninglessness of existence,
or our attempts to impose meaning upon the
world, are themselves valueless. Although
most people might find them difficult, they
would not deny that Beckett's Waiting for
Godot or Alain Resnais' Last Year at Marien
bad are valuable artworks. Rather, it is to
point out that if a putative artwork lacks cer
tain kinds of value, then we cannot see the
point of paying attention to it as art. 2

However, problems arise when objects come
to depend for their value upon particular the
ories. That is, art theory comes to do too much
work and the object itself almost none at all.
Artworks are thus looked at as objects which
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are springboards for critical analysis, rather
than as artefacts to be engaged with and ex
perienced. Such theoretical conceptions of art
tend both to indulge overly rhetorical, self
agrandizing claims and endorse the corrup
tion of artistic practice. They overlook the
point of art as a practice in the first place.
After all , if theory does do all the work, how
can there be the possibility of fraud or failure?
Indeed, the work itself and the experiences it
affords are no longer conceived as the basis
for our judgements and discriminations. AI
n10st everything may be turned into a poten
tially meaningful object by theory. Hence, the
increasingly cynical public come to distrust
difficult artists, such as Tony Cragg or Richard
Long, who genuinely do have something to
offer. Once the attitude sets in that modern
visual art per se is a fraud, such cynicism
becomes increasingly difficult to shift.

It is important to realize that I am not argu
ing against philosophizing about the arts. The
philosophy of art aims, amongst other things,
to promote asound understanding of the con
ditions of artistic meaning, perception and
representation of the world. Thus we may
understand more deeply what it is for some
thing to be expressive, the role of imagination
in art and the kinds of experience open to us
in engaging with art. Art theory, on the other
hand, typically arises from the world of artis
tic practice. It is concerned with the ex
pression of what we feel about art, the way art
has evolved and is practised. Ordinary art
theories hardly constitute philosophical argu
ment at all. 3 Typically, what we get is a col
lage of description, interpretation and
generalization which expresses the worries
and sentiments of critics or groups of people
internaI to the practice. Polemic and rhetoric
is, as it were, the proper common currency of
everyday artistic discourse. Thus, for exam
pIe, an artist may suggest that 'any time you
ask "is it art?" then it must be because you've
asked the question and that' s the purpose of
art' .4 We do not seriously treat such claims as
if they were meant to be true to the nature of
art, just as we do not expect adverts to be
wholly faithful to the nature of the products
being sold. Think of the way claims are typi
cally made for something being art or for its
artistic value. Vague generalizations from
emotion and experience are typically taken to
intimate particular conclusions. Thus, for ex
ample, it is currently fashionable to jump
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from the observation that certain previous art
works were not valued as such to the thought
that merely to assert something has art status,
far example by placing it in an art gallery, is to
recognize it as art, independently of questions
01' value. Typicially, art theory seeks to pro
mote one particular artist, art movement, con
ception 01' art or artistic evaluation over
others, often by making exaggerated claims
based upon unexamined presumptions and
sentiments. Hence, we ought to be wary of an
overreliance upon theory to justify either the
putative value of an artwork or its generalized
application to all art forms.

The presumption in favour of
theory

So why is the presumption in favour 01' theory
so strong? Considerations of the academic will
to power aside, one reason sterns from the
sound recognition that artworks are not
merely concerned with aesthetic value, nar
rowly construed. The notion that art is only
properly concerned with aesthetic qualities
falsely trivializes art: it precludes the possibil
ity that art is significant per se. Aestheticism
holds that any contingently meaningful
propositions an artwork happens to make do
not belong within art proper. Rather, meaning
ful statements should be evaluated according
to the strictmes of the discipline or arena of
knowledge they most properly concern. 5 But a
work's cognitive content is not important only
in so far as it prornotes aesthetic qualities. We
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do not just delight in beautiful works and the
skilled representation of states of affairs. We
also take the states of affairs represented, the
content 01' the work, to be important to the
work as art. We do not value only the metre
and rhythm of Milton's poetry or the vivid
shapes and colours of Nolde.

Fmthermore, even a wark whose form and
content mirror each other, harmoniously pro
moting aesthetic qualities, may nevertheless
be flawed as an artwork. For example, we
might find the internally consistent world of
Peter Howson unintelligible or find it mani
fests a paucity of understanding.6 Howson's
paintings point up what he takes to be the
common brutish violence underlying every
day life. Yet, his lack of nuance, failme to
distinguish interests or motives within thug
gish lives, betrays artistic failme. Howson in
timates a way of seeing the world which he is
either incapable of properly representing or
which is itself inadequate to the dimensions
of human life around uso The world is not full
of thugs and victims (Le. weaker thugs): at
least, not outside the world of comic books.
Similarly, we may rightly criticize works
which are aesthetically beautiful, coherent
and achieve their aims, but fail as great art
because their content is so vile. The aesthetic
power of the Marquis de Sade's writings are
marred in their artistic value because they
promote an immoral, inadequate conception
of human life. Thus, we can rightly criticize
artworks on the basis of their cognitive con
tent, rescuing art from the accusation of trivi
ality.

However, it is a fmther step from the proper
recognition of art's cognitive aspect to the
notion that art's value lies in the propositions
and theories it puts forward about the world.
That Arthm Danto's death of art thesis flows
from this idea should serve as a warning to us
here.? Based upon the same kind of reflections
that motivated the institutional theory of art,
Arthm Danto has suggested that art will ulti
mately transmute into the philosophy of art:
that is, statements about the art world. An
artwork, as an object of interpretation, can
only be rendered intelligible by art theory. Art
theories are held to be what makes art poss
ible. That we require theory is supposed to
follow from the recognition that truth and
meaning concerns how our categories and
constructs may soundly represent the world.
This involves asserting propositions about the
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world, propositions which must themselves
presuppose theories in order to render them
intelligible. So art may be significantly con
cerned with our world, in a way in which
science cannot be, due to the intentionality of
human action.

Yet to assimilate art's cognitive significance
merely to propositions and theories is funda
mentally flawed. For then there really would
be little to distinguish art from philosophy,
psychology 01' whatever discipline the appro
priate claims are made within. An essential
part of a play may be a complex ethical de
bate, but this in no way negates the recogni
tion that artistry is required to convey the
issues convincingly. The characters repre
sented cannot be mere ciphers for an idea,
they must themselves live in their own human
complexity and fraility.8 After all, art is sup
posed to delight, entertain and engage the
viewer. It should not, as Jenny Holzer's work
does, just shout some banal, trite slogan at us,
such as 'alienation produces eccentrics 01' rev
olutionaries'. To be merely meaningful is not
necessarily to be art, hence the doubts as to
whether we can meaningfully call Jenny
Holzer an artist at all. Indeed, even the mean
ingful content of Jenny Holzer's 'work' is so
adolescent and naive as to beggar belief.

The discovery of theory's explanatory
power, in the art schools of the 1960s, also
strengthened the presumption in favour of
theory. Prior to the 1960s, it seems the prac
tice in art education was to en1phasize aca
demic training, draughtsn1anship and the
linear evolution of artistic styles. Artists were
held to respond to the tasks set by previous
artists, in an artistic conversation internal to
the practice, evolving by the lights of the
practice itself. Yet in the 1960s, people sud
denly began to discover that outside
influences in the wider world actually had a
large in1pact upon artistic development. In
deed, the development of artistic styles wasn't
thought of as a form of conversation internal
to the academy at all. It could be explained in
terms of, indeed, explained away by, develop
ments in the social world. Thus Impression
ism wasn't to be explained as a rejection of
one academic style in favour of another.
Rather, it could be explained by reference
to a theory of the innocent pre-cognitive eye
01' by sociocultural factors, such as the boxes
that fashionable Japanese vases arrived in.
Similarly, civilization itself wasn't to be ex-
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plained in terms of individuals developing
01' rising to artistic challenges , as Kenneth
Clark had suggested. 9 Rather , it was to be
explained in terms of some all encompassing
theory, whether materialist, structuralist 01'

semiotic. The result was almost instant, vir
tual knowledge: apply the theory and the
meaning of the work will be obvious. The key
to theoretical knowledge was easily turned
and turned those who took it for granted into
instant experts.

But sound evaluative critical engagement
with and judgement of an artwork does not
require theory. After all , art reviewers and
critics engage with and assess artworks with
out automatically bringing a theory to bear 01'

entailing theoretical commitment. As Francis
Bacon recognized in his Essays, through at
tending to the object in question and reflecting
critically upon it, we can discover truths
about it, without thereby being committed to a
particular metaphysic. Now, this is not to
deny that there is a proper role for explaining
the intellectual 01' cognitive content of an art
work. After all, it would be absurd to claim
that someone who was completely ignorant of
Christianity could achieve a full appreciation
of the Sistine Chapel, Russian icons 01' the
work of Stanley Spencer. However, what 1 am
denying is that the theoretical considerations
relevant to understanding the artwork, and
how we assess them, straightforwardly deter
mine the value of the work as art.

The problem is that art theory is typically
taken to guide our appreciation and determine
our critical judgements. Our artistic judge
ment is thus thought of as the end result of the
methodical application of the relevant theory
to the artwork. Hence theory is taken to afford
a way of determining the value of any kind of
artwork in any given context. But if this "\vere
so, then the artistic value of an artwork would
be determined by our evaluation of the theory
presumed by the artwork. Yet, we commonly
value as great art, artworks which manifest 01'

presuppose highly different 01' opposed un
derstandings of the world, from Dante's Di
vine Comedy to Brecht's Threepenny Opera.
Indeed, artworks which promote thoroughly
unsound theoretical commitments regarding
the world n1.ay, despite this, be considered art.
Conversely, artworks which manifest what
n1ay be taken as asound understanding of the
world, are not automatically good art. The art
of Soviet Russia 01' the Third Reich should
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serve as warnings against theoretically or ide
ologically determined artwork. More recently,
politically correct art demonstrates this fallacy
once more. It is not enough to take an obvious
slogan, such as 'war is bad', and code it
obliquely so the 'viewer' requires a theory to
translate it. Merely because the sentiment is
sound, if superficial, and merely because it
can be understood by those who bring to bear
particular theoretical assumptions, does not
bestow artistic value.

The corruption of artistic practice in this
ITLanner, was further compounded by the re
s11ltant proliferation of theories, based upon
the thought that meaning is not a matter of
reference or discovery by interpretation.
Rather, meaning came to be conceived as a
Illatter of communal understanding, which de
termines the appropriate principles of in
terpretation. Of course, there is great dispute
as to what level the relevant communal under
standing and principIes are to be fixed at.
Nevertheless, meaning is conceived of as in
terpretation, and truth as a matter of
justification internal to the form of life.

Given that meaning is taken to presuppose
theory, what is true is thus supposedly rela
tivized to the relevant theory. Unsurprisingly,
as we may hold different theories, we end up
vvith a subjectivisnl at the theoretical level:
the self-constructed postmodern pluriverse is
HO more than a house of theories held up by
an act of will. This serves to legitimize the
'pick and mix' critical anthologies; where one
can look up an encyclopaedic library of read
ings of one work from alternative theoretical
standpoints. There can be no ultimate arbi
trator between these theories, so they must all
hold true relative to those who apply them. In
relation to the resultant interpretations, what
is true of a work will depend upon the theory
one applies. Indeed, the interpretations of a
work and resultant theories cannot even
meaningfully contradict one another and
therefore pose no apparent threat to each
other. Since meaning is relative to the relevant
theory, different interpretations will even lack
common ground for the possibility of conflict
or agreement. This breeds both a fanatical
conlmitment on the one hand and a deep
scepticism on the other. For no significant
reason can be given, other than intuition or
attraction, to support one theory over another.
One cannot both hold to a particular theory
and recognize other theories may be equally
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true, in relation to the same thing, without
some cost in comnlitment.

Yet the recognition that different theories
may apparently explain the same work just as
weIl, does not entail theoretical subjectivism.
Consider subjectivism at the individual level.
Now, humour is subjective in one sense, due
to ineliminable, blameless differences in inter
ests and taste. Nevertheless, it is also objective
in one sense: we can be mistaken about
whether something is funny or not. For exam
pIe, we may think someone's speech funny
until we learn they have a speech defect. That
is, what is funny significantly depends upon
what the actual state of affairs are, indepen
dently of the way they are taken to be. So even
humour at the individual level may be objec
tive in this sense, a sense quite compatible
with a relativity arising from different inter
ests and concerns.

Now, obviously, theoretical subjectivism
recognizes that we cannot allow what an indi
vidual takes to be true as constitutive of what
is in fact the case. Thus it attempts to seal
subjectivism at the theoretical level. Thus,
within the constraints of a particular theory,
there can be meaningful disagreement. Yet the
same problem arises at the higher level, even
if one concedes that the slide to the individual
level can be prevented. For the theory itself
may not be adequate to the way the world iso
That is, our theory of the world does not
determine straightforwardly what is true of it.
For example, the world was not at one time
flat and then round. Rather, we thought it was
flat and then discovered that it was round.

Now, of course, scientific facts would hold
true in an absolute conception of the world,
one stripped of humankind, in a way in which
facts about artworks could not. Where there is
no concept of courage or art there can be,
respectively, no courageous acts or valuable
artworks. However, the intentionality of hu
man action still maintains an element of ob
jectivity which is denied by theoretical
subjectivism. For the privileged intentional
description of an act or work, by virtue of
which we pick it out, can rule out as mistaken
the application of particular theories in a
given case. Thus it cannot just be the theory
itself which constitutes what is true. For ex
ample, consider the 1993 release of Biade
Runner, The Director's Cut. One might think it
a classic exemplification of the auteur theory,
one of the more fashionable theoretical ap-
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proaches to interpreting film. However, the
appropriate intentional description under
which the work falls, precludes the film's
meaning being wholly detern1ined by the di
rector, Ridley Scott. For the appropriate inten
tional description of The Director's Cut must
take account of the significant role played by
the distinct, collaborative contributions of,
amongst others, the screen writer David Webb
Peoples. The importance of Peoples' contribu
tion is reinforced given the realization that he
wrote the script for Clint Eastwood's Unfor
given: both films manifest the same brutalized
and pessimistic understanding of humanity.
Thus any interpretative theory applied to
Blade Runner, The Director's Cut which fails
to take such contributions into account, can
not be true to that which it seeks to explain.
Thus, it is not true that only the interpretative
theories taken as authoritative, constrain what
is meaningful and true. What is true may be
distinct from what our communal understand
ing is and what our interpretative theory dic
tates. The principles of interpretation cannot
themselves determine what is true or not. For,
what the theory must ultimately be about, is
the artwork itself: the experience and under
standing it appropriately affords.

The primacy of experience

The predatory dominance of theory prornotes
a flawed appreciation of theory's significance,
falsely precluding the importance of our ex
perience with the artwork. Our critical evalua
tive judgements should not be about the
theory the work affirms or the context it is
placed within. The artwork should not be
instrumentally conceived as aspringboard for
theorizing.

The best way to convey n1y point is to cite
an observation I made recently, whilst attend
ing the American Art in the 20th Century RA
exhibition. A group was being led around the
exhibition by an expert guide, a 'curator of
interpretation' perhaps. At various points they
stood in front of particular works and the
guide would talk at length. He cited various
critics and suggested how the works fitted into
the exhibition's overall narrative. Yet some
thing was not quite right. Hardly any attention
was paid, by either the expert or most of the
group, to what was in front of them: the works
of art themselves. The theories of the expert
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White Drawing (after Ad Reinhardt's Black Painting,
1952-1954).

bypassed almost completely the very things
which all this talk was supposed to be about.
In concentrating upon what experts have said
about them, how they might fit into some
overall theory, the group was thus encouraged
to remain blind to the essential nature and
value of these works as art. Indeed, one won
ders if they attended to the works themselves
at all. How, then, could the works possibly be
expected to afford an artistically valuable ex
perience?

The key to artworks is not to decode some
meaningful proposition via theory and then to
examine it as such. After all , if this was the
aestheticist's point, why then would we
bother with art? Surely, then, we should just
articulate the propositions themselves and
subject the claims n1ade to the rigours of the
discipline they are more properly made
within. But this is a false dichotomy, bred of
the notion that significance is a matter of
linguistic meaning and theory.l0 Experiences
are themselves significant both in everyday
life and in art. This is precisely why we can
not, in art, unproblematically separate off
what is said from how it is said. Art's value
lies in the experience it affords us: this is what
distinguishes great art from illustrations, pic
ture books, Catherine Cookson novels or hy
pothetical philosophy examples. An artwork
is not a signal for an idea or theory, it is the
embodiment of an understanding of the
world.

Now I am not denying that theory has a
place and may soundly affect our experiences.
Obviously, theory can appropriately n10dify
our experience of both art and the world.
What I am arguing against is the predatory
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aspirations or assumptions concomitant with
most contemporary theorizing in the arts. The
ory should not be taken to displace the pri
macy of experience from the central place it
must have in art and life. This does not pre
clude the recognition of art's material basis,
the relevant sociohistorical influences, and so
on. Art theory need not corrupt artistic prac
tiee. But it is to say that no theory should limit
or keep us blind to the possibly transcendent
experience art, at least good art, should have
to offer uso That is, through the experience it
affords, art may transcend our particular pref
erences , categories, assumptions and touch us
in a way the everyday cannot or may not. This
is, perhaps, why it is symptomatic of great art
that it stands the test of time, it speaks to
people and addresses their human concerns,
across time and cultures.

Interpretative principles, open to modi
fication, may often guide our attending. Practi
cal criticism can explicate how and why vari
ous differing interpretations are arrived at.
Nevertheless, there is a point beyond which
all interpretation and criticisn1 must remain
silent: something, it seems, we are increas
ingly reluctant to do. To let the work 'speak
for itself'. That is, afford the experiences our
interaction with it give rise to; a matter we can
only struggle to articulate by analogy to other
experiences and our discrimination of them.
This is why, after aIl, practical criticism is
irnportant. But for the experience itself there
can be no substitution, by theory or anything
else. A portrait of another may aptly evoke
sadness, or empathy in relation to a tragic
state of affairs. How we react to and the terms
vve describe the work in are symptomatic of
the experience it affords, the way it links up
vvith other concerns, beliefs and dispositions
"ve have. It is in the experience that artworks
afford, that their truly educative and transcen
dent capacity lies. But the point here is that
though we may describe the experience itself
by the thoughts involved, or characterise it in
terms of the sensations we have, the experi
ence itself is not reducible to them. The ex
perience is not wholly separable from the
work which gave it expression. Quite how we
understand the experience is where practical
criticism has a primary role to play. Dur inter
pretations should not seek to be an exhaustive
explaining away of the experience, but a way
through, a glimpse into how and why we have
the particular experience.
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It might again be objected that valuable art
may presuppose knowledge of particular theo
ries, in order to afford artistically valuable
experiences to the spectatof. For example, be
yond a certain aesthetic delight, we might
need to know various theories for Kandinsky's
work to be fully rewarding. It may be essential
to know about his theosophy, his theories
about the imminent vanishing of the material
world and about colour; its semantic, univer
sal precision in describing the immaterial
world. But if one does require such knowl
edge to appreciate Kandinsky's work, so much
the worse for Kandinsky's work as art. If our
valuable artistic experience must presuppose
an understanding of the private theory motiv
ating Kandinsky's drive for universal abstrac
tion, then, it can hardly fully engage those
lacking such knowledge. This is not to say
that Kandinsky's artworks are not of value.
However, its value cannot but be lessened by
the extent to which knowledge of theory is
required for an artistically valuable experi
ence to be afforded.

Ordinarily, we look at artworks and ask
ourselves why these characters act and feel
the way they do, why the world is represented
thus, and we imagine what we would think
and feel in such a world. But this does not
require nor usually result in full blown inter
pretative theories about the work, nor require
theories about the nature of the human world.
We are guided by the artwork into imagining
these things in our engagen1ent with and ex
perience of it, and the work itself typically
brings this to a close. Art is not a mere spring
board for theoretical speculation or subsump
tion. Practical criticism, then, is apart of our
reflective experience of art, trying to discrimi
nate what exactly our experience was about.
Interpretative theories, or fragments of theo
ries of the world, suggested by artworks are at
best formalizations of implicit practice and
experience. Without experience the theory
could have no influence. Theory's effect upon
our experience of a work is, typically, indi
reet. We look for the name of the director at
the end of the film if we know our auteur
theory, and for various tell-tale signs of direc
torial guidance. Yet to conceive of art as pri
marily a matter for theory, the creation of an
artefact which artificially manipulates signs to
be decoded, deconstructed, reconstructed in
the game of language, is to occlude what is
fundamental to art. Art is fundamentally con-
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cerned with the possibility of an experience
which engages and may even transcend our
prejudices, feelings, thoughts and concerns.
Perhaps part of the problem is that certain
forms of art are no longer indispensable in
this sense to nl0st people; the visual art of our
age has been beguiled for too long by the siren
calls of theory. Ultimately, an art which is not
dangerous in the way Plato conceived it to be,
an art which does not touch, move, engage
people in their experience with it, is hardly an
art worth bothering with at all. This is, after
all, why film, and works such as Stanley Ku
brick's A Clockwork Orange, are more feared
and respected as art by more people, than
installation art and Vong Phaophanit's rice on
the floor in the Tate Gallery.ll

Notes

1. See J.B. Bullen's (1988) Post-Impressionists in
England: The Critical Reception. London, Rout
ledge, for an insight into the mind-numbing
reception artists from Van Gogh to Gauguin first
received in England.

2. See Matthew Kieran (1994) Relative values in
art, Journal 0/ Aesthetic Education, 28, no. 1,
pp. 95-102, for considerations which suggest
art is an inherently evaluative term. My point
still holds, however, even if there are distinct
classificatory and evaluative senses. The ques
tion is, why shauld we bather with an artwork
unless it is of some significant artistic value?

3. Something like this understanding of art theory
can be found in Morris Weitz's (1978) The role
of theory in aesthetics, in: J. Margolis (ed.) Phi-

Properties
STEPHEN MUMFORD

Popyrus: Quinius, we have often discussed,
have we not, things such as tallness, red
ness, triangularity, solubility and such like?
But what strange things these be.

Quinius: What do you find so strange about
these things, Popyrus? Have they not been
around you since you were an infant?

Popyrus: I have been familiar with them
throughout my life, Quinius. But only when
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losophy Looks at the Arts, 3rd edn., pp. 121
131. Philadelphia, Temple University Press,
where he argues that though theory can usefully
highlight previously neglected aspects of art,
they cannot properly account for what, at least
essentially, constitutes good art.

4. Mike Ellison, as quoted in The Guardian, 6 June
1994, p. 2.

5. See Monroe Beardsley's (1958) Aesthetics. New
York, Harcourt, for a classic articulation of this
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one has received a sophisticated mental
training, as we both have, is one able to rise
above commonplace thoughts.

Quinius: Of course, you are right on that
score, but what lofty thought have you on
this subject, dear friend?

Popyrus: My thought is this: with most things,
possession of that thing excludes another's
possession of that same thing.


